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SoundPro 350 – Made for full commitment
in call centres and offices!
Every word has to be exactly understood by both sides - particularly
during professional work over the telephone. The high-quality,
extremely noise-suppressing UNC microphone, soft ear pads and
infinitely adjustable headband of the freeVoice SoundPro 350 make a
valuable contribution to this. You may even forget you are on the
phone and feel like you are talking to someone face-to-face. The
headset is a low-cost investment decision that makes no compromises when it comes to quality.
In short – phone calls with the freeVoice SoundPro 350 are fun!
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Outstanding sound quality
Broadband loudspeakers offer maximum sound quality, for fewer
misunderstandings and repeated questions. The result is an excellent
customer service. The ultra-noise-cancelling microphone filters out
up to 90 percent of ambient noise and ensures an optimum voice
quality.
Optimum wearing comfort
The freeVoice SoundPro 350 adapts perfectly to individual wearing
habits thanks to the numerous adjustment possibilities. The large,
soft ear pads with their fully flexible suspension offer ideal wearing
comfort. This means that the ear pads automatically adjust to the
individual shape of the ear for perfect acoustic coupling.
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Features and advantages
Features

Advantage

Ultra-noise-cancelling microphone

Filters out up to 90 percent of ambient noise and ensures optimum comprehension.

Neodymium loudspeaker

Exceptional sound quality with broadband with a frequency bandwidth from 150 to 6800 Hertz, matches the
bandwidth used by professional IP telephone systems.

Audio-shock protection

Protects the user's hearing by adjusting noise peaks and sudden loud noise down to a safe level (118 dB SPL).

MIC-AGC control

For optimum adjustment to various telephone systems.

Flexible microphone arm

The flexible microphone arm can be rotated by 300 degrees for optimum positioning near the mouth for good
voice transmission.

Available as a mono- and duo-headset

Mono-headset for quieter workplaces, duo-headset for louder working environments.

Wearing style

Headband, designed to be worn all day.

Large ear pads

King-size ear pads that fully enclose the ear for the best comprehension.

Connection

Quick Disconnect (QD) lead.

Surface

Surface finish with nano-plating technology.

Weight

Mono: 42 g, Duo: 59 g

Warranty

2 years

Scope of delivery
Wired headset with featherweight king-size ear pads of foam and imitation leather.
Article number
Mono: FSP350M, Duo: FSP350B
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